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What is capitalism?

► Capitalism
 Private ownership of the means of production (and everything else)

 Resource allocation by markets and prices

 Mobility of capital and labor

 High levels of economic freedom

 Other names: free enterprise, market economy, private enterprise 
system, liberalism, free society

► Socialism
 State ownership of the means of production

 Resource allocation by governmental fiat

 No mobility of capital or labor

 Absence of economic freedom

 Not: welfare state, collective action, “being sociable”



Types of capitalism

► Pure free-market capitalism
 Night-watchman state (Smith, Mill, Hayek, Friedman)

 Private ordering (Rothbard, D. Friedman, Ellickson)

► Mixed economy
 Some state-owned enterprises

 High levels of social welfare spending (e.g., Nordic countries) 

 Substantial economic regulation

► Socially responsible capitalism
 Stakeholder capitalism

 Cooperatives, communes, kibbutzim, social ventures, household production

► Crony capitalism
 State intervention to favor politically connected firms



Claim 1: (Entrepreneurial) capitalism is the 
largest wealth creator in human history. 















The “European miracle”

► Private property

► Limited government via divided sovereignty

► The rule of law

► A culture promoting entrepreneurship and innovation



Economic freedom

► Comprehensive data series from 
Fraser Institute, World Bank, other 
sources

► Positively and significantly 
correlated with
 GDP and GDP per capita

 Innovation and economic growth

 Health and well-being

 Social, political, and cultural gains

 Quality of life







Claim 2: There is no feasible alternative to capitalism.





Socialist society forbids “capitalist 
acts between consenting adults” 
(Nozick, 1974).



Claim 3: The alleged defects of capitalism are 
common to any system of social organization.

► The Nirvana fallacy (Demsetz, 1969)

► Comparative institutional analysis 
(Coase, Williamson)

 Health care

 Education

 Environmental protection

 Inequality

 Innovation

► Capitalism FTW!



Moving forward

Research question: What is the role of the institutional environment 
in promoting a dynamic, entrepreneurial capitalism?

► Legal and political environment

► Social and cultural environment

► Mechanisms to reduce cronyism
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